IN FIVE YEARS, ALL FLOORS

REVDA800 Dark Almo

REVDK810 Dark Knight

REVYO830 York Town

REVVB820 Victory Brown

REVDW840 Desert Walk

WILL BE MADE THIS WAY

REVMC850 Monarch Chateau

REVA890 Aztec Gold

REVFC860 Finca Cottage

REVMV880 Majestic Vallery

REVBB870 Baltica Brown

Apex Colletion
You can’t come any closer to a genuine wooden ﬂoor without cutting down a tree.

Unlike any other ﬂoor - wood or laminate the

The Apex Republic™ is a green breakthrough ﬂooring solution.

Apex Republic™ unique construction gives you Triple Moisture Protection®

Touch it.
It combines the beauty, warmth and feel of real wood with
the durability and affordability of laminate…and then takes it a whole step further.

which allows the ﬂoor to stand under water for 10 hours(!)

without damage.
Apex Republic™
carries a lifetime residential
warranty and ﬁve years commercial warranty (AC4)

The only laminate floor in the world guaranteed to remain undamaged even after 10 hours under water!
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REAC200 Acacia

RERA210 Rustic Apple
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REGA220 Golden Apple

REBT290 Brazillian Tigerwood

RENA280-L Natural Birch

REME270 Memphis

REAB260 Atlanta Birch
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REMI440 Milano

REOB230-L Oklahoma Birch

RECB240 Colorado Birch

REOV333 Oak Vanilla

RENY250 New York Birch

REOR335 Oak Rustic
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REBA450 Barcelona

REOS460 Oslo
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REMO480 Monaco
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REFR610 Rustic Maple
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REFR620 Saddle

o
REFR630 Walnut Harrington

RECO420 Copenhagen

REOA330 Oak Antique

REGA506 Golden Acacia

REFR640 Wild Honey

REFR650 Adobe Rust

REFR690 Whiskey Sapele

RERA509 Rustic Acacia

European Collection

Platnium Series Collection
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REFR680 Smoked Almond

REFR670 Harvest Gold

REFR660 Prairie Gold

Frontier Collection

Republic Floors takes ambience and class to new heights with its amazing

effect’ that looks and feels just like real wood ﬂoor.

Republic brings to your home the classic look of Europe – venerable oaken

The Republic Frontier was an instant classic from the moment it

Platinum Collection. Carrying a limited 30 years residential warranty, the

The Platinum Collection varies from a lightly-distressed look, with some chisel

ﬂoors, rich with history and tradition expressed by wood-like

appeared on the market because it is everything a laminate ﬂoor

accented grain, dents and cracks that give off the allure and mystery of

should be. It has the wood look you love, but with a resilience wood

Platinum Collection brings to your house a truly astonishing ﬂoor.
The unparalleled attention to detail and craftsmanship makes the Platinum
Collection at ﬁrst sight almost indistinguishable from real wood ﬂoors -

even for experts!
The Platinum Collection features a number of species of wood, with the
charm and unique signature of each recreated in laminated ﬂoor. The edges
of the planks are rounded on both sides and ends, creating a vibrant ‘plank

marks on the plank, to medium-distressed look.

All Platinum Collection ﬂoors are
manufactured with Republic’s proprietary
Triple Moisture Protection™ technology for
unparalleled durability.

old-continent glory.
The stunning effects are achieved by medium to heavy embossing on
laminate that make the strip plank look practically identical to the
original wood ﬂoor – with durability and affordability no wood can match.

The Republic European Collection features Republic’s
proprietary Triple Moisture Protection™ technology
and carries a limited 30 years residential warranty and
a limited 5 years commercial warranty (AC4).

never had. It is also affordable, green, easy to install, and under a
warranty that is unparalleled by any laminate maker in the industry.

You deserve it.

Republic Floor is a groundbreaking manufacturer of laminate ﬂoors. After 10 years
of making and selling laminate ﬂoors, Republic was created speciﬁcally to elevate
laminate ﬂoors to the class of genuine wood ﬂoors without the latter's limitations.

By investing heavily into new technology and meticulous manufacturing methods,
Republic Floors now offers ﬂoors that cannot be told apart from real parquet ﬂoors,
while offering durability and affordability. Republic Floors offer guaranteed water
resistance unequaled by any laminate OR wood ﬂoors anywhere, while being
greener and ecologically safer.

Gigantic distribution centers assure dealers of year-round stock availability
throughout the Western United States.

www.republicfloor.com

23674 Foley St, Hayward, CA 94545
Tel: 510-606-1280
2250 Yates Ave Commerce, CA 90040
Tel: 323-201-4200
4307 NW Saint Helens Road Portland, OR 97210

